A revision of the a na lysis of th e Au III spec trum is prese nted. Of 9 e nergy levels co nsid ered doubtfu l on t he basis of a rece nt theoretical treatm ent, 6 are found to be real and 3 have been rej ected as incorrect. Three ne w e ne rgy le vels have also bee n found in agree ment with theoretical prediction s.
The analysis of the struc ture of the third spectrum of gold was publi shed in 1960. 1 Recently, Shadmi 2 published t he correspo nding theore tical interpretati on and some discrepancies between both paper s justify the prese nt co mments.
In our 1960 paper we reported 17 even levels of th e Au + + ion and 43 odd ones. In order to make the m easily identifiable we labele d the e ve n levels with LS symb ols, pointing out that this coupling scheme did not apply, but was used only as a simple means of identification. Many of the odd levels were identified only by numbers , indic ating that the LS designati on was still more doubtful.
In his theoreti cal paper, Shadmi interprets the levels by the use of the jj-coupling scheme. When theory predicts a dominant LS character of the even levels, it is in good agreement with the experim ental results, as is also the case as regards the value of the levels. Among the odd levels the situation is quite different.
The largest component in LS cou pling deduced theor eti cally does not always agree with the experimental designation, which is not surprising; but the theoretical results seem to indicate, also, that some of the experimental levels are incorrec t. This result is worth disc ussing in detail.
• An invit ed P ape r. .. Prese nt address: Institut o de Oplica. i\· Ja drid. Spain. , L. Igte sias. J. Res. NBS 64 A (phys. and Chern.) No.6, 481 (1960) .
• Y. Shadmi. J. Res. NBS 69 A (phys. and Chem.) No.6, 511 (1965) . Table 1 contains some of the data in table 6 of Shadmi's paper , and the symbols in column 4 hav e th e followin g meanings:
A dash indicates experimental levels which have s uch large de viations from the th eoretical ones that they are subject to rejection by Shadmi. A question mark indi cates doubtful levels.
In thi s table the res ults of a new r evision of the experime ntal data are also included , and the followin g comme nts are appropriate to each particular level. The levels designated 5°, 18°, and 33°, are rejected as incorrect, since th e assumed co mbinations that were supporting the m can now be considere d as only numerical coincid ences.
The levels 8° and 36° could be considered doubtful because they are based on only one co mbination. Nevertheless, only two lines are theoretically predicted as combinations of these two levels having J=11/2 with the known e ven ones. We may point out also, that the combinations a 4 FJ /2 -8°'1 /2 and a2G9/2-36°ll /2 are expected to be strong. The lines chose n to identify th ese levels are the only two intense unclassified lin es in the appropriate regions. An unsuccessful search has been made to see whether any of the already classified lines would give levels in better agreement with th e theoreti cal predi c tion s. We conclude, therefore, that these le vels can be considered correct from the experimental point of view . The level 24° is clearly correct. It is one of the levels giving a large number of combinations. From 12 lines theoretically possible 10 have been observed experimentally. One needs to assume too great a chance for fortuitous coincidences to be able to dis· c ard it. If this were done, several intense lines would remain without alternative explanation.
The levels 20°, 34°, and 42° are also correct, but the J·values have to be changed to agree with the theo· retical pre dictions. It was very difficult to assign a J value of 9/2 to the level 20° since there are no even levels having J = 11/2. By admitting that the assumed transition a 2F5/2 -20° was just a coincidence, the level can be accepted as having J=9/2 . By assuming that the transition a 2P 1/ 2-34° leads to a fortuitous coin cide nce, the level 34° combines only with le vels of J = 3/2 or 5/2. The J·value can, therefore , be c hanged to 5/2 as is done in table l.
Th e le vel 42° is real. Its J·value can be changed to 3/2, since it co mbines only with le vels having J = 5/2 and 3/2. The level 19° is also c orrect but the alternative level 18°, has to be rejected.
As a further result of the present revision three new levels , designated 46°, 47°, and 48° have been found. They correspond to theoretical predicted levels, as shown in table 2. Finally, we wish to emphasize that the interpretation of this spectrum gives a new and good example of fruitful cooperation of the theoretical spectroscopists in the interpretation of our experimental results.
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